Introduction {#s1}
============

Piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are an abundant class of 26--30-nt non-coding RNA, related to, but distinct from, microRNAs (reviewed in [@pone.0046611-Siomi1]). The best understood function of piRNAs is to repress transposable elements in the germline through a positive feedback loop called the "ping pong cycle" in which both sense and anti-sense transposable element transcripts are cleaved [@pone.0046611-Brennecke1]. PiRNAs and transposable elements are expected to co-evolve in a Red Queen scenario and consequently have fast rates of evolution (reviewed in [@pone.0046611-Kumar1]). It is known that the piRNA pathway is ancient because Piwi proteins, which are a defining component of the piRNA pathway, and piRNAs are found in basal metazoans [@pone.0046611-Grimson1].

There have been a number of previous studies on piRNA evolution. A study of piRNA evolution focusing on single nucleotide polymorphisms in humans showed that piRNA-generating loci are evolving under selective constraint, particularly in African populations [@pone.0046611-Lukic1]. This result is consistent with the previous observation that transposable element insertion rates are higher in African compared to non-African populations [@pone.0046611-Ewing1] together with a model in which natural selection on piRNA-generating loci should be stronger in a population with a higher transposable element insertion rate. Computer simulations of piRNA-transposable element co-evolution in *Drosophila* suggested that piRNAs might allow transposable elements to reach high frequency in the population because the piRNAs attenuate the deleterious effects of transposable element insertions [@pone.0046611-Lu1]. It is known that the sequences of piRNAs are poorly conserved between closely related species, such as mouse and rat [@pone.0046611-Assis1], human and chimpanzee [@pone.0046611-Lukic1] or *C. elegans* and *C. briggsae* [@pone.0046611-Ruby1]. Note that many molecular features of *C. elegans* piRNAs (also called 21U RNAs), such as their biogenesis, differ from mammals and *Drosophila* [@pone.0046611-Ruby1]. The genomic locations of some piRNA-generating loci are conserved between species [@pone.0046611-Girard1] but there are also many new piRNA-generating loci in rodents [@pone.0046611-Assis1]. A number of piRNA pathway genes are also under positive selection [@pone.0046611-Kolaczkowski1], some times at the level of codon bias [@pone.0046611-Castillo1], consistent with a role for these genes in repressing transposable elements together with a model of piRNA-transposable element co-evolution.

PiRNA-generating loci are often found in large genomic clusters (called "piRNA clusters") from which long primary transcripts are transcribed and individual piRNAs processed. In a previous study of piRNA cluster evolution between mouse and rat, Assis and Kondrashov [@pone.0046611-Assis1] suggested that there is positive selection for an increased number of piRNA clusters in rodents since there are many duplications of piRNA clusters but few deletions. They observed that the rate of copy number evolution of piRNA clusters is much faster than for other gene families. However, their analysis was limited by the lack of usable copy number variation data in mouse or rat, which prevented them from carrying out a version of the McDonald-Kreitman test to conclusively prove the hypothesis of positive selection [@pone.0046611-Assis1]. In particular, their analysis left open the possibility that mutational biases as opposed to natural selection could be driving the increase in piRNA cluster number in rodents. Here we addressed this question by studying the evolutionary forces acting on human piRNA-generating loci at the level of copy number variation using a comprehensive set of human CNV data.

Results {#s2}
=======

We obtained human piRNA sequences from Girard *et al.* [@pone.0046611-Girard1] and mapped them to the human genome as previously described (Methods). We also obtained human copy number variation (CNV) data from a recent paper by Conrad *et al.* [@pone.0046611-Conrad1]. The Conrad *et al.* study ascertained CNVs in Europeans (CEU) and Yorubans (YRI) and then genotyped the CNVs in these two populations as well as a population of Chinese and Japanese (CHBJPT). Our preliminary analysis of the Chinese and Japanese derived allele frequency spectrum ([Figure S1](#pone.0046611.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed patterns that were difficult to interpret based on population genetics theory. In particular, there were many CNV segregating at intermediate allele frequency and in some classes of sites there were more CNVs in the highest frequency bin than in the lowest frequency bin. We attributed these unusual patterns in the site frequency spectrum to ascertainment biases stemming from the ethnic composition of the ascertainment panel. Thus we confined the remainder of our analysis to only the European and Yoruban data.

PiRNA-generating Locihave a High Mutation Rate for Copy Number Variation {#s2a}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first studied the rate of CNV formation in different regions of the human genome. A much higher proportion of piRNA-generating loci were in CNVs (12.0%) compared to intergenic regions (1.4%) that do not contain piRNA-generating loci. For the rest of the manuscript when we say "intergenic region" we mean intergenic region that do not contain any piRNA-generating loci, though the latter constitute only a very small fraction of all intergenic regions. More formally, any CNV that overlaps a gene is considered a genic CNV, any remaining CNV that overlaps a piRNA is considered a piRNA CNV and any remaining CNVs are considered intergenic CNVs. The excess of CNVs in piRNA-generating loci was much higher than even repeat regions of the genome annotated by RepeatMasker [@pone.0046611-Smit1] (5.4%). For these results, we used the complete list of CNVs discovered in Conrad *et al.* [@pone.0046611-Conrad1], not the smaller list of CNVs that were genotyped, since the complete list more closely approximates the underlying mutational process than the genotyped list. We conclude that piRNA-generating loci are strongly biased towards regions of the genome with high rates of CNV formation and this observation was not explained solely by the fact that some piRNAs are repetitive.

It is important to note that although piRNAs are known to be strongly enriched in repeats in *Drosophila* [@pone.0046611-Siomi1] they are in fact *depleted* of repeats in mammals [@pone.0046611-Girard1]. In particular, the piRNA data set that we used [@pone.0046611-Girard1] does not distinguish between pachytene and pre-pachytene piRNA populations and so is not enriched for repeats, unlike some developmentally staged piRNA data sets [@pone.0046611-Aravin1]. Thus our comparison of rates of CNV formation in piRNA--generating loci versus repeat regions was conservative.

The McDonald-Kreitman Test is Indicative of Negative Selection {#s2b}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Next we used a modified version of the McDonald-Kreitman test to study the evolution of human piRNA-generating loci at the CNV level. Traditionally, the McDonald-Kreitman test contrasts a putatively neutral class of sites (typically synonymous sites) to a putatively selected class of sites (typically nonsynonymous sites). For our study of CNV evolution, we instead used intergenic regions as the putatively neutral class of sites and piRNA-generating loci as the putatively selected class of sites.

The traditional McDonald-Kreitman test also contrasts divergence (typically fixed nucleotide substitutions between two species) to polymorphism (typically single nucleotide polymorphisms in one of the species). For our study, we used the CNVs from Conrad *et al.* [@pone.0046611-Conrad1] as the polymorphism data. We then computed the divergence data by sampling non-overlapping blocks of sequence from both piRNA-generating loci and intergenic regions and counting the number of times each block aligned to the reference human and chimpanzee genomes (Methods). Blocks that aligned a different number of times in human and chimpanzee were considered diverged. This procedure closely approximates the form of the polymorphism data that we used.

We computed a ratio of divergence to polymorphism of 1.97 for intergenic regions and 0.63 for piRNAs-generating loci (note that this ratio is not the same as the DN/DS ratio so a ratio \>1 is not indicative of positive selection). This difference was highly statistically significant according to a Chi Square test (P-value \<2.2 e−16). Also, the divergence of piRNA-generating loci (7.6%) was higher than that for intergenic regions (6%), consistent with a higher CNV mutation rate in piRNA-generating loci. Thus despite the strong enrichment of CNVs in piRNA-generating loci, there was a large excess of polymorphism in piRNA-generating loci compared to divergence, assuming that intergenic regions as a whole are evolving neutrally with respect to CNVs. We interpret this pattern as an indication of negative selection on piRNA-generating loci at the CNV level. Negative selection would cause an excess of mildly deleterious polymorphisms and a depletion of divergence, which is what we observed in the piRNA data. Note that if intergenic regions are under selective constraint with respect to CNVs, perhaps because of unannotated functional elements, that would only make our comparison more conservative.

One potential concern is that our procedure for estimating divergence might underestimate divergence in repetitive regions because repeats might be collapsed by the genome assembly algorithm into a single copy in both the human and chimp reference genome assemblies. In this case, divergence would not be detectable by sequence comparisons of the two genomes, but polymorphism would be detectable by tiling array methods [@pone.0046611-Conrad1]. However, since piRNAs are depleted of repeats in humans relative to intergenic regions as mentioned above, this would only make our inference of selective constraint on piRNA-generating loci stronger.

An alternative interpretation of our McDonald-Kreitman result is that there is balancing selection on CNVs, since this would also produce an enrichment of polymorphisms in piRNA-generating loci. Such a scenario would indeed be consistent with the role of piRNAs as an immune system defending against transposable elements. However, we do not observe an excess of alleles segregating at intermediate frequency in either Europeans ([Figure 1](#pone-0046611-g001){ref-type="fig"}) or Yorubans ([Figure 2](#pone-0046611-g002){ref-type="fig"}). This pattern is consistent with directional selection in both populations, not balancing selection. We also computed the genetic differentiation between Europeans and Yorubans in both the piRNA-generating loci and intergenic loci using the F~st~ statistic. Our F~st~ analysis showed that piRNA-generating loci in fact have lower F~st~ than intergenic regions (0.027 vs. 0.033), which is again consistent with global negative selection across populations, not balancing selection caused by local adaptation. We thus conclude that the primary selective force acting on piRNA-generating loci is negative selection.

![Minor allele frequency distributions in different classes of functional sites in the CEU population.](pone.0046611.g001){#pone-0046611-g001}

So far we have considered all piRNA-generating loci in our analysis, without considering how they are clustered on the genome. To investigate the clustering property of piRNAs further, we clustered piRNA-generating loci using a similar method to a previous study (Methods) [@pone.0046611-Girard1]. When we restricted our McDonald-Kreitman analysis to only the piRNA clusters, we found a similar pattern of selective constraint, with a ratio of divergence to polymorphism of 0.37. The slightly lower ratio of divergence to polymorphism for piRNA clusters vs. piRNA-generating loci on the whole is consistent with stronger selective constraint on piRNA clusters. This is reasonable since some individual piRNA-generating loci may be caused by false positive "piRNAs" that bound non-specifically to Piwi protein whereas we expect that piRNA clusters are more confidently defined.

We have considered only differences in copy number between human and chimp but not whether they are gains or losses. We considered aligning CNVs and genomic blocks to the macaque genome in order to root the gains and losses of sequence between human and chimpanzee. However, we found that this analysis was not possible because of the low coverage (5.1x) of the current macaque genome assembly [@pone.0046611-Dreszer1]. Finally, note that it is statistically correct to use only polymorphism data from humans and not from chimps in the McDonald-Kreitman test. While some of the presumed "divergence" may in fact be polymorphic in chimps, no bias is introduced by considering only one chimp genome.

The Minor Allele Frequency Spectrum is Indicative of Negative Selection {#s2c}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm the results of the McDonald-Kreitman test, we studied the minor allele frequency distributions of CNV in Europeans and Yorubans. For this analysis we considered only biallelic CNVs in the data. Both the minor allele frequency distributions of Europeans ([Figure 1](#pone-0046611-g001){ref-type="fig"}) and Yorubans ([Figure 2](#pone-0046611-g002){ref-type="fig"}) were highly enriched for low allele frequency relative to intergenic regions (Wilcoxon test, P-value \<2.2E−16). This pattern is again consistent with the action of negative selection on piRNA-generating loci relative to intergenic regions.

![Minor allele frequency distributions in different classes of functional sites in the YRI population.](pone.0046611.g002){#pone-0046611-g002}

The Derived Allele Frequency Spectrum Contains Significant Ancestral Allele Misspecification {#s2d}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In principle we could have misinterpreted the folded minor allele frequency distributions as indicative of negative selection instead of positive selection if the unfolded derived allele frequency distribution showed an excess of high frequency alleles, which would be consistent with the action of positive selection. To test this possibility, we attempted to root the CNVs in two different ways. In the first CNV rooting method, we classified each CNV as either a gain or a loss in humans based on an ancestral diploid copy number of two (i.e. a human allele \>2 was considered a gain in humans and a human allele \<2 was considered a loss in humans). We made this choice of ancestral allele because genotyping of seven chimpanzees revealed that the vast majority of human CNV loci are fixed for a diploid chimp allele of two (Supplementary Information in [@pone.0046611-Conrad1] and Donald Conrad, personal communication). Also, we used the program BLAT [@pone.0046611-Kent1] to align each human CNV to the chimpanzee genome (Methods) and even at a liberal cutoff of 360 for the BLAT score, over 85% of human CNVs had one copy in the (haploid) chimpanzee genome, corresponding to a diploid copy number of two. In the second CNV rooting method, we tried to guard against the possibility that piRNA-generating loci are specifically biased towards regions of the genome where the convention of an ancestral allele of two is likely to fail. We thus used BLAT to determine the ancestral state of each CNV by aligning it to the chimpanzee genome and counting the number of copies present in the chimpanzee genome (Methods). Overall, both CNV rooting methods resulted in very similar derived allele frequency distributions (data not shown). However, since the BLAT ancestral allele inference procedure reduced the high frequency bin slightly, suggesting that it corrected some cases of ancestral allele misspecification, we used the BLAT ancestral calls for the remainder of the analysis.

Using the rooted CNV data, we produced the allele frequency spectrum for gains and losses in both Europeans and Yorubans. The data for gains in Europeans is shown in [Figure 3](#pone-0046611-g003){ref-type="fig"} and the data for losses in Europeans is shown in [Figure 4](#pone-0046611-g004){ref-type="fig"}. The derived allele frequency distribution for losses is consistent with our interpretation of negative selection. The derived allele frequency distribution for gains had a very high excess of high frequency alleles and in principle this pattern might be consistent with the action of positive selection for gains. However, the derived allele frequency distributions departed significantly from the theoretical allele frequency distributions expected under positive selection. In particular, there was an excess of alleles only in the highest frequency bin and not at intermediate frequencies. According to the theoretical expectation, we would expect a gradual increase of alleles at intermediate frequency and only a small excess of alleles at the highest frequency bin. We thus believe that the pattern that we observed ([Figure 3](#pone-0046611-g003){ref-type="fig"}) is more likely to be due to widespread ancestral allele misspecification. This would be consistent with the high rate of CNV formation in piRNA-generating loci since we would expect a high rate of double mutations in these regions. In this case, the many of the CNVs in the highest frequency bin should be correctly assigned to the lowest frequency bin for losses. We conclude that the derived allele frequency spectrum did not contain convincing evidence for positive selection on piRNA CNVs but rather was consistent with our overall interpretation of negative selection.

![Derived allele frequency distributions for increased copy number in different classes of functional sites in the CEU population.](pone.0046611.g003){#pone-0046611-g003}

![Derived allele frequency distributions for decreased copy number in different classes of functional sites in the CEU population.](pone.0046611.g004){#pone-0046611-g004}

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In conclusion, we have studied the evolution of human Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA) --generating loci at the copy number variation (CNV) level using a comprehensive set of CNVs genotyped in multiple human populations [@pone.0046611-Conrad1]. We showed that piRNA-generating loci have a very high CNV mutation rate, even compared with repeat regions of the genome. Our evolutionary analyses using the McDonald-Kreitman test and minor allele frequency distributions are indicative of negative selective pressure against copy number variation of piRNA-generating loci in humans. This pattern is consistent with the functional roles of piRNAs to repress transposable elements and negative selection on human piRNAs at the nucleotide substitution level [@pone.0046611-Lukic1]. While the derived allele frequency spectrum for CNV gains shows an apparent excess of high frequency alleles, we have argued that this pattern is more likely due to ancestral allele misspecification than positive selection.

Our results differ from the model proposed by Assis and Kondrashov [@pone.0046611-Assis1] that there is positive selection for increased copy number of piRNA clusters in rodents. There are two possible explanations for this difference. The first explanation is that Assis and Kondrashov studied piRNAs in rodents whereas we studied piRNAs in primates and the history of transposable element insertions is known to be different in these two lineages. Notably, transposable elements in the rodent lineage have had a relatively high constant rate of insertion whereas in the primate lineage the insertion rates of transposable elements have been plummeting since a burst of Alu transpositions 40 million years ago [@pone.0046611-MouseGenomeSequencing1]. The present rates of transposable element insertion are roughly four times higher in mouse than human [@pone.0046611-MouseGenomeSequencing1]. Thus, one possibility is that there is positive selection for increased piRNA cluster number in rodents to defend against the relatively high transposition rate in that lineage but this pattern is not seen for the relatively inactive transposable elements in humans.

The second explanation for the difference in results is that Assis and Kondrashov only examined divergence data, not polymorphism data [@pone.0046611-Assis1]. Thus it is possible that the pattern they observe is due to a high mutation rate and not the action of natural selection. This possibility would be consistent with our results in humans, since we observe a very high rate of CNV formation in piRNA-generating loci. However, this possibility can only be tested directly when appropriate CNV data from rodents becomes available.

Materials and Methods {#s4}
=====================

Mapping piRNAs to the Genome {#s4a}
----------------------------

We mapped piRNAs to the human genome using two different read mapping programs. First, we used the program BWA [@pone.0046611-Li1], as previously described [@pone.0046611-Lukic1]. BWA allows multiply mapping reads but keeps a random location for each read. To remove the repetitive piRNAs, we also mapped the piRNA sequences using the program Bowtie [@pone.0046611-Langmead1], restricting only to uniquely mapping reads. We did not find a significant difference in the allele frequency distributions between the two mappings (data not shown) so we used the BWA mappings for the results presented in the manuscript.

To define piRNA clusters, we followed the thresholds of 20 kb and 90 kb in [@pone.0046611-Girard1] to perform single-linkage clustering of piRNA-generating loci. The number of piRNA clusters with at least 10 piRNAs was very similar for either the 20 kb or 90 kb thresholds (152 or 143 respectively). We therefore used the 90 kb threshold for our analysis. Altogether 13,312 piRNAs are produced from piRNA clusters containing at least 10 piRNAs.

Aligning Human CNVs and Genomic Blocks to the Chimpanzee Genome {#s4b}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To root the human CNVs, we downloaded the chimpanzee genome sequence from the UCSC Genome Browser [@pone.0046611-Dreszer1]. We then used the program, BLAT [@pone.0046611-Kent1], to align all human CNVs from the Conrad *et al.* data set [@pone.0046611-Conrad1] to the chimpanzee genome in a computationally efficient way. BLAT was designed to align mRNAs to the genome but the chimpanzee genome is similar enough to the human genome that we were able to use BLAT to align human genomic sequences to the chimpanzee genome. Although BLAT is optimized to run efficiently even with large genomes, we found that it performed slowly on some of the very long CNV sequences. To speed up the computations, we therefore truncated each CNV to 400 bases. This length is short enough to make the computations feasible but long enough to allow for confident matching of CNVs to the chimpanzee genome. We experimented with different BLAT scores, defined as the number of matches minus the number of mismatches, in the range of 360 to 390, in increments of 5. The results were similar (data not shown) so we chose a score of 375 for the results presented in this paper. A score of 375 is consistent with a combined substitution rate of ∼4% between human and chimpanzee (1% nucleotide substitution and 3% indel rate) [@pone.0046611-Chimpanzee1].

To estimate the divergence between human and chimpanzee at the copy number level, we used the same score cutoff of 375 to count the number of BLAT hits in the chimpanzee genome for blocks of 400 bases centered on each piRNA. For computational tractability, we estimated the divergence for intergenic regions by sampling blocks of 400 bases and then extrapolating the rate of divergence to all intergenic regions. We removed all CNVs overlapping any known functional elements from the intergenic CNVs.

Since the chimpanzee genome is incomplete, we experimented with allowing a small difference between the chimpanzee state and the human alleles when determining the ancestral state. For example, when we allowed a difference of 1, if the human alleles were 0 and 1 and the chimp allele was 2 we assigned 1 as the ancestral allele. We found that allowing any difference greater than 0 resulted in much more noisy derived allele frequency distributions, so we confined our analysis to just assigning exact chimpanzee state as the ancestral allele. Any CNV for which all human alleles failed to match the chimpanzee allele was discarded.

Supporting Information {#s5}
======================
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**Derived allele frequency distributions for decreased copy number in different classes of functional sites in the CHBJPT population.**
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Click here for additional data file.
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